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ASUS ROG Addressable LED Strip

Brand : ASUS Product code: 90MP00V1-M0UAY0

Product name : ROG Addressable LED Strip

- High-brightness addressable RGB strip with individually programmable LEDs
- Magnetic backing for easy attachment to metal surface, and a 3M™ DIY kit with double-sided tape for
other surfaces
- Synchronize lighting with Aura Sync gear via 3-pin addressable RGB headers on motherboards for
infinite lighting possibilities
5 V, RGB 5050 LED, black
ASUS ROG Addressable LED Strip. Product colour: Black, Light colour: Multi, Number of bulbs: 15 bulb(s).
Width: 10 mm, Thickness: 2 mm

Features

Product colour Black
Light colour Multi
Number of bulbs 15 bulb(s)
Bulb type LED

Weight & dimensions

Width 10 mm
Thickness 2 mm

Operational conditions

Operating temperature (T-T) -30 - 90 °C
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